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Love Sex Genius Tapping Script 

Round 1 (say twice) 

TH: Even though it’s normal to want to be a clear channel for my love, sensual aliveness 

and genius  

EB: My mind can’t just let it be normal 

SE: It has to create it into an unmet need 

UE: This triggers off my fear responses that I have to focus my energy into one area of 

my life at the expense of the others 

TL: This then sets off a cascade of emotionally painful experiences in my minds reality 

CH: But it’s not how my life really has to be 

CB: It’s just my fears running stories from my past 

UB: I don’t really need certain conditions to exist for me to be a clear channel for love, 

sensual aliveness and living in my genius  

UA: And I don’t need specific circumstances to exist for me to be in the flow of love, 
sensual aliveness and living in my genius 

I already am a clear channel for expressing my love, sensual aliveness and genius  

Round 2 

TH/UE/CB: By interpreting my expression of love, sex, and genius as being about me I 

have created a belief that I have to focus my energy into one area of my life at the 

expense of the others 

EB/TL/UB: That belief that I have to focus my energy into one area of my life at the 

expense of the others then colours my experiences so it feels like it’s true 

SE/CH/UA: But it’s not true 

Round 3 

TH/UE/CB: By interpreting my expression of love, sex, and genius as being about me I 

have created a belief that I can’t express all of me in a healthy balanced manner 

EB/TL/UB: That belief that I can’t express all of me in a healthy balanced manner then 

colours my experiences so it feels like it’s true 

SE/CH/UA: But it’s not true 

Round 4 

TH/UE/CB: By interpreting my expression of love, sex, and genius as being about me I 

have experienced a reality where my past creates limitations on my willingness to take 

risks in all areas of my life 
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EB/TL/UB: This reality where my past creates limitations on my willingness to take 

risks in love, sensual aliveness and expressing my genius then colours my experiences so 

it feels like it’s true 

SE/CH/UA: But it doesn’t have to stay true 

Round 5 

TH/UE/CB: By interpreting my expression of love, sex, and genius as being about me I 

have experienced a reality where I struggle to balance the flow of energy through love, 

sensual aliveness and living in my genius 

EB/TL/UB: This reality where I struggle to balance the flow of energy through love, 

sensual aliveness and living in my genius then colours my experiences so it feels like it’s 

true 

SE/CH/UA: But it doesn’t have to stay true 

Round 6 

TH/UE/CB: By interpreting I can only give and receive love when I feel safe enough to 

be vulnerable as being about me I have created a belief that this is how it is and always 

will be 

EB/TL/UB: That belief that I can only give and receive love when I feel safe enough to 

be vulnerable is how it is and always will be then colours my experiences so it feels like 

it’s true 

SE/CH/UA: But it is not true 

Round 7 

TH/UE/CB: By interpreting my sensual aliveness being blocked due to the shame I feel 

about my sexual nature as being about me I have created a belief that this is how it is and 

always will be 

EB/TL/UB: That belief that my sensual aliveness is blocked due to the shame I feel 

about my sexual nature is how it is and always will be then colours my experiences so it 

feels like it’s true 

SE/CH/UA: But it is not true 

Round 8 

TH/UE/CB: By interpreting my work success being limited by the degree of guilt I feel 

about my gifts as being about me I have created a belief that this is how it is and always 

will be 

EB/TL/UB: That belief that my work success is limited by the degree of guilt I feel 

about my gifts is how it is and always will be then colours my experiences so it feels like 

it’s true 

SE/CH/UA: But it’s not true 
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Round 9 

TH/UE/CB: By interpreting I can’t be a clear channel for expressing my love, sensual 

aliveness and genius as being about me I have created a belief that this is how it is and 

always will be 

EB/TL/UB: That belief that I can’t be a clear channel for expressing my love, sensual 

aliveness and genius is how it is and always will be then colours my experiences so it 

feels like it’s true 

SE/CH/UA: But it’s not true 

Round 10  

TH/EB/SE: I’m letting it all go 

UE: I’m letting go of all that no longer serves me 

TL: I’m letting it all go 

CH: I’m letting go of all that no longer serves me 

CB: I’m letting it all go 

UB: I’m letting go of all that no longer serves me 

UA: I’m letting it all go 

Round 11 

TH: The only truth is I already am a clear channel for expressing my love, sensual 

aliveness and genius  

All other points: I already am a clear channel for expressing my love, sensual aliveness 

and genius  
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The diagram above shows where to tap.  

If tapping is new to you, you use your pointer and middle fingers to tap on the meridian 

points indicated on the diagram.  

You tap 5 – 7 times on each point while saying the words in the protocol for that point.  

You can say each statement for that point once on that point and then move to the next 

point and tap the statement for it.  

The tapping action needs to be firm enough that it creates a rhythmic vibration but not 

so hard that it feels like you are hitting the body. 
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